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Equations with a Dyck Language Solution 
TovI URPONEN 
Department of Mathematics, Tampere University of Technology, Tampere, Finland 
In this paper we consider languages which are solutions of equations of 
the type 
X = XA iXB iX  4- "" + XA~XB~X + L a . 
In cases where the solutions are unique these may be represented in terms of 
Dyck languages. We will also discuss equations with nonunique solutions. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of automata we are often interested in equations whose 
solutions are languages. Many results in this area are based on the results 
of Arden (1960) and Bodnar6uk (1963). Solutions are often given in terms 
of recursion (for example, see Bodnar~uk, 1965; Ginsburg and Rice, 1962; 
and Red'ko, 1965). Equations whose solutions are regular languages have 
been considered by Joshi et al. (1968) and Urponen (1971). Conway (1971) 
has studied equations whose solutions are bracket languages. We will be 
concerned with equations resembling those of Conway (1971). 
In Section 1 we introduce the notation and some preliminary lemmas. 
Section 2 considers equations whose solutions can be obtained by solving 
the equation 
X = XA iXB iX  4- "'" 4- XA~XBnX 4- L~. 
Only equations with unique solutions have been considered in this section. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we consider equations with nonunique solutions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Let I be a finite nonempty set called an alphabet. Elements 
of I are called letters. A word over the alphabet I is a finite string consisting 
of zero or more letters. )t is the empty word. The length of a word P is denoted 
by lg(P). 
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The set of all words over an alphabet I is denoted by W(I). Subsets of 
W(I) are called languages over I. The empty language, L , ,  is a language 
containing no words. The language containing only the empty word ;~ is 
denoted by La. 
The sum and catenation of the languages L1 and L2, denoted by L 1 + L 2 
and L1L2, respectively, and the iteration of the language L, denoted by L*, 
are defined in the usual way. [See Salomaa (1969, pp. 2-3).] It is assumed 
that the familiar identities concerning the sum, catenation, and iteration of 
the languages are known to the reader. However, the following identity is 
worth stating because of its frequent use later. 
(X q- Y)* = Y*(XY*)*. (1.1) 
In (1.1) X and Y are arbitrary languages. Further, let 
d(L) = min lg(P). 
PsL  
Obviously d(L) = 0 iff L contains the empty word, and the equation 
d(L~L2(La -~ L~)) = 0 
implies that both L 1 and L~ contain the empty word and therefore, so does 
at least one of the languages L 3 and L 4 . 
1.2. A well known result concerning solutions of equations involving 
languages i the following (Arden, 1960; Bodnarfiuk, 1965). 
LEMMA 1.1. The set of solutions of the equation 
X =XL+R 
is the set of languages of the form 
X = (R + T)L*, 
where T is an arbitrary language ifL contains the empty word, and T is L~ if L 
does not contain the empty word. 
Urponen (1971, Theorems 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3, pp. 46-47) has proved a 
generalization of Lemma 1.1, which is as follows. 
LEMMA 1.2. The set of solutions of the equation 
X = XLX + MX + XN-~ R 
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is the set of languages of the form 
X -~ M*(R + T)N*(LM*(R + T)N*)*, 
where the language T is defined as follows: 
(i) I f  either M or N contains the empty word then T is an arbitrary 
language; 
(ii) if neither M nor N contains the empty word but L contains the empty 
word then T is either L¢ or an arbitrary language containing the empty word; 
(iii) if neither M nor N nor L contains the empty word then T is L~. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.2 we now obtain 
COROLLARY 1.1. Suppose that L and R are languages containing the empty 
word. Then the set of solutions of the equation 
X = XLX + R 
is the set of languages of the form 
x = (L + R + T)*, 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose that the language Z can be expressed in the form 
Z ~- Y + X. (1.2) 
Then the set of solutions of the equation 
X = Z* (1.3) 
is the set of solutions of the equation 
X = (Y + T)*, (1.4) 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
Proof. Let X be a solution of (1.3). Then, by (1.2), there is obviously a 
language T such that X is also a solution of (1.4). 
Let X be a solution of (1.4). Then 
(Y + x )*  = (Y + (Y + T)*)* = (Y + T)* = X. 
Thus, by (1.2), X is also a solution of (1.3). []  
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2. THE EQUATION X ~ ~'n=l XAiXBiX -k L~ 
2.1. We use the notation [a 1 ,..., an : bl .... , b~] to mean the Dyck 
language defined as follows (see Salomaa, 1969, p. 167). 
DEFINITION 1. [al,. . . ,  as :b l , . . . ,  b~] is the language generated by the 
grammar 
a~ = ({x) ,  {al ,..., an,  bl .... , bn), X ,  F),  
where n >/1 and 
F -~ {X--+ ,~, X--+ XalXblX,.. . ,  X -+ Xa~Xb~X}. 
The language [a 1 ,..., an :b l  ,..., bn] is known to consist of all words P 
which can be reduced to )t by successively deleting from P subwords of the 
form aib~. Especially if n = 1 and a 1 and b 1 are regarded as parentheses, 
a 1 = (, b I =) ,  then the language [(:)] consists of the empty word and all 
sequences of properly nested parentheses. 
DEFINITION 2. By the language [A1 ..... An :B1 ..... Bn] we mean the 
result of uniformly substituting all letters a 1 ,..., a n and b 1 ,..., b n in the 
language [al ,..., a~ : b 1 ,..., bn] by the languages A1 ,..., A~ and B 1 ,..., Bn,  
respectively. 
2.2. The following lemma is animmediate consequence ofDefinitions 
1 and 2. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A1 ,..., An and B 1 ,..., Bn be given languages and the 
languages Yo , Y1 ,..., be defined as follows: 
Yo = L~, 
(2.1) n 
Y~,~+~ = ~ Y,~A~Y~B~Y~ + Lz,  (m = 0, 1, 2,...). 
i=1 
Then, for every m ~ O, Y~ C [A 1 ,..., A n : B 1 ,..., B~]. I f  w e [A 1 ,..., A n : 
B 1 ,..., Bn] then there exists an m such that w ~ Y~.  
THEOREM 2.1. Let A 1 ,..., An and B 1 ,..., B= be languages uch that none 
of the languages AIB 1 ,..., AnB n contains the empty word. Then the equation 
X = ~ XA iXB iX  ~-La (2.2) 
i=I 
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possesses a unique solution, namely, 
x = lax ,..., & : B~ ,..., Bn]. (2.3) 
Proof. The language (2.3) is clearly a solution of (2.2) and thus suffices 
to prove the uniqueness of the solution. 
Let X o be a solution of (2.2) and minl<~< n (d(AiBi)) = k >/1.  We claim 
now that X o can be given in the form 
X o = Y~ + Z~ (m = 0, 1, 2,...), (2.4) 
where Y~ is defined by (2.1) and d(Z~) >~ (m + 1)k. 
qz 
I f  Z 0 = ~i= l  XoAiXoBiXo, then (2.4) obviously holds true for m = 0. 
We now induce the hypothesis that (2.4) holds true for m ~ j and prove that 
it holds true for m = j + 1. Because X 0 = Yj + Z¢ is a solution of (2.2), 
we obtain 
X o = ~ (Yj + Z~) Ai(Y~ + Zj) B~(Yj + Zj) + La 
i=1 
= ~ Y~A~Y~B, Yj + L~ + Z~+~ = Y~+~ + Z~+i, 
i= l  
where 
and 
i=1 
d(Zj+l) • d(Zj) + min (d(AiBi)) > (j + 1)k + k = ( j  + 2)k. 
l~ i~n 
Let w be an arbitrary word of (2.3). Then,  by Lemma 2.1, there exists an m 
such that w ~ Y,~ and hence, w ~ X 0 . Thus,  [A 1 ,..., An : Bx ,..., Bn] C X 0 . 
Now let u ~X 0 and lg(u) ~< ink. Then u E Y~ and, by Lemma 2.1, 
u a [A1 ,..., A n : B1 ,..., Bn]. Thus  X o C [A1 ,... , A~ : B 1 .... , Bn] , and this 
implies that X o = [A 1 ,..., A n : B 1 ,..., B~]. []  
2.3. Equation (2.2) can also be written in the form 
+La .  (2.5) 
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If the language ~in=l A iXB i does not contain the empty word, then, by 
Lemma 1.2, the language X is a solution of (2.5) iff it is a solution of the 
equation 
X = A iXB i  • (2.6) 
Thus we have obtained the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A~ ..... As  and B1 ,..., B~ be languages uch that none 
of  the languages A1B 1 ,..., A~B~ contains the empty word. Then Eq. (2.6) 
possesses a unique solution, namely, (2.3). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A 1 ,..., As  and B 1 ,..., Bn be languages such that 
none of the languages A IB  1 ,..., A~Bn contains the empty word. Then 
Ai [A  1 ..... A n : B 1 .... , Bn] B i  = ( [A  1 . . . . .  A s : B 1 ..... Bn])*  
= [A1 .... , An : B1,..., Bn]. 
2.4. Let X be a solution of the equation 
Then, by (1.1), 
where 
X = i A~X*Bi + C. (2.7) 
i=1 
X*  = A iX*B i  + C = C 'Z* ,  (2.8) 
Z = i AiX*BiC*" (2.9) 
i=1 
By (2.9) and (2.8) we now obtain 
and hence, 
Z ~- i A iC*Z*B iC*  
i=1 
)* Z* • A iC*Z*BiC* • (2.1o) 
By (2.8), (2.10), and Theorem 2.2, we obtain the following. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let X be a solution of the equation (2.7) and A 1 ,..., A~ and 
B 1 ,..., B~ be languages such that none of the languages A1B 1 ,..., A~Bn contains 
the empty word. Then 
X* = L, 
where 
L = C*[A1C*,..., A ,C* :  B,C*,..., B,C*]. (2.11) 
Using Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, the following theorem is readily 
verified. 
THEORENI 2.3. Let A 1 ,..., An and BI ,..., B~ be languages uch that none 
of the languages AIB 1 ,..., A~B~ contains the empty word. Then Eq. (2.7) 
possesses a unique solution, namely, 
X = ~ AiLB i -+- C, 
i=1 
where the language L is defined by (2.11). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A 1 , . . . ,  A n , B 1 , . . . ,  B~, M and N be languages uch 
that 
d( (2 ) >0. 
Then the equation 
)* X = M AiXBi  + C N + D 
possesses a unique solution, namely, 
X ~-- MELN + D, 
Proof. 
where 
E = iDBi @ 
\ i=1  
L = [AIME,... , AnME : NB1E,..., NBnE]. 
We use the notation 
Y = ~ AiXBi  -k C. 
i=l 
and 
(2.12) 
(2.~3) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
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To establish that the language defined by (2.13) is a solution of Eq. (2.12), 
it suffices to prove that 
Y* ~- EL. (2.16) 
By (2.15), (2.13), (1.1), and (2.14), we obtain 
Y* = A ,MELNBi  + AiDB~ + C 
i= l  
-~ E (ff~=I(A ME)L (NB ~ . 
Now (2.16) follows by Corollary 2.1. 
To prove the uniqueness of the solution it suffices to establish that if X is 
a solution of (2.12) then Y, defined by (2.15), satisfies Eq. (2.16). Because, 
by (2.12), 
X = MY*N + D, 
we obtain, by (2.15), 
Y -~ i A,MY*NB~ + i AiDB~ + C. 
i= l  i= l  
(2.17) 
Equation (2.16) now follows from (2.17) by Lemma 2.2. [] 
3. THE EQUATION X =- XAXBX + L a 
3.1. We now consider some particular equations which can be 
solved using the results obtained in the previous ection. If n = 1 in (2.2), 
(2.6), (2.7), and (2.12), we obtain the following special cases of Theorems 
2.1-2.4. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let ./t and B be languages not both containing the empty 
word. Then the equation 
X = XAXBX + La (3.1) 
possesses a unique solution, namely, 
x = [n  : B]. (3.2) 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let A and B be languages not both containing the empty 
word. Then the equation 
X = (AXB)* (3.3) 
possesses a unique solution, namely, (3.2). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A and B be languages not both containing the empty 
word. Then the equation 
X =- AX*B + C (3.4) 
possesses a unique solution, namely, 
X ~ AC*[AC* : BC*] B + C. 
COROLLARY 3.4. 
empty word. Then the equation 
X = M(AXB + C)*N + D 
possesses a unique solution, namely, 
X = ME[AME : NBE] N + D, 
where 
E = (ADB + C)*. 
Let A, B, M, and N be languages not all containing the 
(3.5) 
3.2. The cases where Eqs. (3.1), (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) do not possess 
unique solutions are now considered. 
THEORESI 3.1. Let _/I and B be languages both containing the empty word. 
Then the set of solutions of Eq. (3.1) is the set of languages of the form 
X = (A + B + T)*, (3.6) 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
Proof. Obviously every language of the form (3.6) is a solution of Eq. (3.1). 
Let X 0 be a solution of (3.1). Because X 0 contains the empty word, then 
the language AXoB also contains the empty word and, by Corollary 1.1, 
there exists a T 1 such that 
X o =(AXoB+ T1)* =(A  +B+X o+ 7"1)* =(A+B+T)* ,  
where T = X o + T 1 . Thus every solution of (3.1) can be given in the 
form (3.6). []  
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Obviously the following is also true. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A and B be languages both containing the empty word. 
Then the set of solutions of Eq. (3.3) is the set of languages of the form (3.6), 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let _/1 and B be languages both containing the empty word. 
Then the set of solutions of Eq. (3.4) is the set of languages of the form 
X = (A ,-+- B + C + T)*, (3.7) 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
Proof. Obviously every language of the form (3.7) is a solution of Eq. (3.4). 
Let X 0 be a solution of (3.4), i.e., 
X o = AXo*B + C. 
Because A, Xo* , and B all contain the empty word, we obtain 
Xo* = (nXo*B + C)* = (A + Xo* + B + C)*. 
Hence, by Lemma 1.3, there is a language T such that 
X0* =( ,4+T+B+C)* .  
Because A and B contain the empty word, X o can be given in the 
form (3.7). [] 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A, B, M, and N be languages all containing the empty 
word. Then the set of solutions of Eq. (3.5) is the set of languages of the form 
X = (.4 + B + C + D + M + N + T)*, (3.8) 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
Proof. It  is immediately clear that every language of the form (3.8) is a 
solution of Eq. (3.5). 
Let X o be a solution of (3.5). Then we obtain first 
(AXoB + C) = AM(AXoB + C)* NB + ADB + C. 
By Theorem 3.3 there is a language T such that 
AXoB + C (AM + NB + ADB + C + T)* 
=(A+B+C+D+M+N+ T)*. 
Hence X o can be given in the form (3.8). [] 
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3.3. Consider the equation 
X = XAXBX 4- XCX + DX 4- dYE 4- F. 
I f  we write (3.9) in the form 
X = X(AXB 4- C) X 4- DX 4- XE  4- F, 
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(3.9) 
(3.9') 
we may conclude, by Lemma 1.2, that X is a solution of (3.9) iff X is a 
solution of the equation 
X = D*FIE*((AXB 4- C) D*F1E*)* 
= D*F~E*(AXBD*FIE* 4- CD*F~E*) *, (3.10) 
where 
G =F+ TI 
and T I is defined as follows. If either D or E contains the empty word, then 
T I is an arbitrary language. If neither D nor E contains the empty word and 
either ANN or C contains the empty word, then T I is either L~ or an arbitrary 
language containing the empty word. Otherwise T I is L~. 
Suppose now that he language FIAB does not contain the empty word. 
Then, by Corollary 3.4, X is a solution of (3.10) iff 
X = U[AU:BU], (3.11) 
where 
U = D*F1E*(CD*F1E*)*. 
I f  the language F1AB contains the empty word then, by Theorem 3.4, 
the set of solutions of (3.10) equals the set of languages of the form 
X -~ (D*F1E* + A + BD*FIE* 4. CD*F~E* 4. T~)* 
-~ (A + B @ C + D + E + F z + T2)* , (3.12) 
where T 2 is an arbitrary language. Because F1, A, and B all contain the 
empty word, it is easy to verify that (3.12) can also be given in the form (3.11), 
where 
U = D*(F 4- T) E*(CD*(F 4- T)E*)* (3.13) 
and T = T 1 4- T 2 . Because the language F 1 contains the empty word we 
may suppose, without loss of generality, that T also contains the empty word. 
Summarizing the results above we obtain 
643/3o/I "3 
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THEOREM 3.5. The set of solutions of Eq. (3.9) is the set of languages of the 
form X -~ U[dU : BU], where U is given by (3.13). In (3.13) the languages T
is defined as follows. 
(i) I f  either D or E contains the empty word, then T is an arbitrary 
language; 
(ii) if neither D nor E contains the empty word and either C or both A 
and B contain the empty word, then T is either L~ or an arbitrary language 
containing the empty word; 
(iii) otherwise T is L~ . 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.5 we obtain the following generalizations 
of Corollary 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A and B be languages not both containing the empty 
word. Then the equation 
X = XAXBX + F (3.14) 
possesses a unique solution, namely, 
X = F[AF : BF]. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let A and B be languages both containing the empty word. 
Then the set of solutions of the equation (3.14) is the set of languages of the form 
X ~ (A ff-B q -Fq-  T)*, 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
3.4. We can now also solve the equation 
X =- XAXB q- XC q- D. (3.15) 
We first write the Eq. (3.15) in the form 
x ~ X(AXB + C) + D. (3.15') 
By Lemma 1.1, X is a solution of (3.15') iff X is a solution of the equation 
X = (D q- T1)(AXB q- C)* = (D q- I"1) C*(AXBC*)*, (3.16) 
where T 1 is an arbitrary language if d(AXB q-C) ~ O, and T 1 = L~ if 
d(.dXB q- C) > O. 
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If d((D + T1)_dB ) > 0, then, by Corollary 3.4, Eq. (3.16) possesses a
unique solution, namely, 
X : (D + T1) C*[.d(D + T1)C* : BC*]. (3.17) 
If d((D + 211)_riB)~-0, then, by Theorem 3.4, the set of solutions of 
Eq. (3.16) is the set of languages of the form 
X=(A+B+C+D+T 1+ r2)*, (3.18) 
where T 2 is an arbitrary language. 
We have now obtained the following result. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A, B, and C be languages such that 
d(AB + C) > O. 
Then Eq. (3.15) possesses a unique solution, namely, 
X = DC*[ADC* : BC*]. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let B and C be languages not containing the empty word. 
Then the equation 
X= X2B + XC + D 
possesses a unique solution, namely, 
X = DC*[DC* : BC*]. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let C be a language containing the empty word. Then the 
set of solutions of Eq. (3.15) is the set of languages of the form 
X = (D + T) C*[A(D + T)C* : BC*], (3.19) 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
Proof. The set of solutions of Eq. (3.15) can be given either in the form 
(3.17) or in the form (3.18). The latter case occurs if d((D -/- T1) _riB) ~ 0, 
but it is easy to verify that in this situation (3.19) can also be given in the 
form (3.18) by using the notation T : T 1 -~- T 2 . [] 
THEOREM 3.8. Let C be a language not containing the empty word, and A 
and B be languages both containing the empty word. Then the set of solutions 
of Eq. (3.15) is the set of languages of the form (3.19), where T is either L, or an 
arbitrary language containing the empty word. 
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Proof. Consider first solutions of (3.15) which do not contain the empty 
word. Then d(AXB 4- C)> 0 and X can be given in the form (3.16), 
where T 1 = L¢. Because X does not contain the empty word then, by 
(3.16), d(D 4- T1) > 0. Hence X can be given in the form (3.17), where 
T I  = L~ . 
We next consider solutions of (3.15) which contain the empty word. Now 
d(AXB 4- C) -~ 0 and X can be given in the form (3.16), where T 1 is an 
arbitrary language. By (3.16) we can now verify that d(D 4- T1) = 0 and, 
without loss of generality, we may suppose that/ '1 contains the empty word. 
Now the set of solutions of (3.16) is the set of languages of the form (3.18). 
As in the previous proof we may conclude that (3.18) can also be given in the 
form (3.19), where T ~ T 1 4- T 2 . [] 
4. THE EQUATION X = XA~XB1X 4- XA2XB~X 4- L a 
4.1. We can now also solve the equations given in Section 2 in the 
cases where the solutions are not unique. To simplify our notations we 
consider Eqs. (2.2), (2.6), (2.7), and (2.12) only in the case where n = 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let .d 1 and B 1 be languages both containing the empty word, 
and A 2 and B2 languages not both containing the empty word. Then the set of 
solutions of the equation 
X = XA1XB1X 4- XA2XB2X + LA (4.1) 
is the set of languages of the form 
X = (A~ 4- B~ + T)* [A2(A ~ 4- B~ + T)* : B2(A ~ 4- Bt 4- T)*], (4.2) 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
Proof. We write Eq. (4.1) in the form 
X -~ X(A1XB 1 4- A2XB2)X + La. (4.1') 
Because the language A1XB 1 contains the empty word we may conclude, 
by Corollary 1.1, that X is a solution of the equation (4.1') iff X is a solution 
of the equation 
X = (A1XB 1 4- A2XB~ + I"1)* = (A~ + B~ + X 4- A2XB2 4- 7"1)*, (4.3) 
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where T 1 is an arbitrary language. By Lemma 1.3, the set of solutions of 
Eq. (4.3) equals the set of solutions of the equation 
X = (A I + B 1 + T 2 + A2XB 2 + T1)* , (4.4) 
where T s is an arbitrary language. I f  we use the notation T = T 1 + T 2 in 
(4.4), the assertion follows by Corollary 3.4. [] 
The next three theorems follow immediately upon the proof of the above. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A1, A 2 , B 1 , and B s be languages all containing the 
empty word. Then the set of solutions of Eq. (4.1)is the set of languages of the form 
X = (A1 + A2 + B~ + B s + T)*, (4.5) 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
THEORE~I 4.3. Let A 1 and B1 be languages both containing the empty word, 
and A s and B s languages not both containing the empty word. Then the set of 
solutions of the equation 
X = (A1XB ~ + A~XBs)* (4.6) 
is the set of languages of the form (4.2), where T is an arbitrary language. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let At ,  A 2 , B~, and B 2 be languages all containing the 
empty word. Then the set of solutions of Eq. (4.6) is the set of languages of the 
form (4.5), where T is an arbitrary language. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A 1 and B1 be languages both containing the empty word, 
and A s and B s languages not both containing the empty word. Then the set of 
solutions of the equation 
X = A1X*B 1 + AsX*Bs + C (4.6) 
is the set of languages of the form 
X = (A I + B I + C + T)* 
× [As (A~+B~+C+T)* :B2(A  ~+B~+C+T)* ] ,  (4.7) 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.3, X is a solution of (4.7) iff it is a solution of the 
equation 
X = (A 1 + BI + A2X*B 2 + C + T)*, (4.8) 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
Obviously every language of the form (4.7) possesses the property X* = X. 
Thus, by Corollary 3.4, the language (4.7) is a solution of (4.8) for each T. 
Let X be a solution of (4.8). Then clearly X = X*, and hence, X is a 
solution of tile equation 
X = (A 1 -J- B 1 @ A2XB2 + C -}- T)*. 
By Corollary 3.4, the assertion follows. [] 
An immediate consequence of the previous proof is the following. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A 1 , A 2 , B1, and B~ be languages all containing the 
empty word. Then the set of solutions of Eq. (4.6) is the set of languages of the 
form 
X = (A I + A S + B I + B 2 + C + T)*, 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let A1, B1, M, and N be languages all containing the 
empty word, and A~ and B 2 languages not both containing the empty word. Then 
the set of solutions of the equation 
X = M(A IXB 1 + A2XB 2 -k C)*N + D (4.9) 
is the set of languages of the form 
X = E[A2E : B2E], 
where 
E = (A~ +B~ + C +O +M+N@ T)* 
and T is an arbitrary language. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, X is a solution of Eq. (4.9) iff X is a solution of 
the equation 
X = (A~ + B 1 +A~XB 2 + C + D +M+N+ T)*, 
where T is an arbitrary language. By Corollary 3.4, the assertion then 
follows. D. 
Similarly, we obtain 
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THEOREM 4.8. Let A1,  A 2 , B 1 , B 2 , M, and N be languages all containing 
the empty word. Then the set of solutions of the equation (4.9)is the set of languages 
of the form 
X = (A 1 +A 2 +B 1 +B 2 + C+D +M+N+ T)*, 
where T is an arbitrary language. 
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